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We study self-interested routing in stochastic networks, taking into account the discrete stochastic dynamics
of such networks. We analyze a two-station multiclass queueing network in which the system manager

chooses the scheduling rule and individual customers choose routes in a self-interested manner. We show that
this network can be unstable in Nash equilibrium under some scheduling rules. We also design a nontrivial
scheduling rule that negates the performance degradation resulting from self-interested routing and achieves a
Nash equilibrium with performance comparable to the first-best solution.
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1. Introduction
In many operations, especially in the service sector,
the sequence of tasks is chosen by the customers
themselves rather than the system manager. For
example, in an amusement park, a customer chooses
the order in which she visits various attractions. In
choosing this order, she is influenced not only by fac-
tors under the system designer’s control, such as the
layout of the park, but also by the relative congestion
levels at the various attractions, which are determined
by the decisions of other customers. From the point
of view of congestion, the behavior of the amusement
park is a result of the complex interaction between
the decisions taken by the manager of the park as
well as the decisions of the various customers, where
a customer’s decision is based on her self-interest and
her beliefs about the behavior of other customers.
Recently, software packages have become available
that help customers plan their routes through amuse-
ment parks providing historical wait-time statistics
at various attractions in the park. Even more com-
mon examples of customers choosing their “routes”
through a service operation are the call centers
equipped with voice response units. Consider the sit-
uation where a customer needs to perform multiple
operations, such as checking balance and transferring
money. The voice response unit allows the customer
to choose the order in which the multiple opera-
tions will be performed and thus choose her route,
in the same way a driver chooses her route through
a network of roads. While other service operations
may not offer such flexibility to their customers, the
rigidity of routing is not always a consequence of

technological or procedural constraints. For instance,
at the Department of Motor Vehicles (DMV) there
is no reason that all the tasks required to process a
license application should be done in one fixed order
by the DMV employees. The so-called “first best” is
achieved when the tasks are routed and scheduled
by a single decision maker who has the sufficient
“sophistication.” On the other hand, it is conceiv-
able that relaxing rigid routing schemes and allow-
ing customers to choose their own routes through
the operations would improve customer satisfaction
while maintaining good system performance, perhaps
even outperforming some rigid suboptimal routing
schemes. After all, the natural goal of a self-interested
customer, such as minimizing her individual delay, is
not completely antagonistic to the goals of the system
manager, such as minimizing the average customer
delay (which in turn minimizes the average number
of customers waiting in the system).
Despite the natural fit of self-interested routing in

transportation networks and service operations, self-
interested routing also may be applicable in manu-
facturing. For example, in a new rapid prototyping
technology called Shape Deposition Manufacturing
(SDM) (Pinilla and Prinz 2003), products are built
by alternately shaping and depositing the material.
A product of a given geometry can be made using
different sequences of shaping and deposition. As a
key performance metric in the prototyping industry is
the response time, and as the customers tend to pro-
vide detailed specifications of the product and even
the process to be used, it is conceivable that the man-
ager of an SDM shop would allow the customers to
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exploit the flexibility of SDM to their own advantage
by permitting them to specify the actual sequence of
deposition and shaping steps on their orders. Thus,
the customers would effectively choose their “routes”
through the SDM shop in their self-interest.
In this paper we model the operations described

above as so-called processing networks that consist of
networks of stations through which the customers
flow. The customers require sequences of tasks cor-
responding to routes through the network. We study
self-interested routing in these processing networks
taking into account the discrete stochastic dynamics of
such systems. Individual customers selfishly choose
their routes through the network so as to mini-
mize their individual expected delay, based on the
announced scheduling rule and the observed state
of the network. Furthermore, we study the use of
scheduling rules as a way of discriminating and
inducing desired behavior among the self-interested
customers. The system manager chooses the schedul-
ing rule at each station that determines the order in
which the customers awaiting service will be served.
The goal of the system manager is to minimize the
expected number of customers waiting in the system.
We study the behavior of this system in Nash equilib-
rium, in which there are no benefits to unilateral devi-
ation. That is, if all customers except one follow the
Nash strategy, the deviating customer would incur an
expected delay that is at least as long as the delay she
would incur had she chosen the Nash prescription.
A consequence of this equilibrium is that the deci-
sions made by future arrivals also need to be taken
into account by the customer.
We study a network that is just sufficiently complex

to render the interaction between the scheduling rule
chosen by the system manager and the routing strate-
gies chosen by the customers nontrivial. We consider
the simplest symmetric system that consists of mul-
tiple stations, in which the customers are allowed to
choose between two sequences of operations (or two
routes as described in above the examples). While we
model customer arrivals to the network as random,
the service times are deterministic, primarily for ana-
lytical tractability. Not without loss of generality, ser-
vice times are assumed to be symmetric across routes.
The service time depends only on whether the task
being performed is the first or the second along a
route, and not on the route chosen. These assump-
tions allow sample-path analysis of the equilibrium.
For part of the paper, we also assume some order-
ing in the service times (cf. Assumption 3), but we
relax this assumption in §7. As will be evident in §3,
the assumptions we make about our model are quite
stringent. As it is not the intention of the authors
to provide a general tool for the analysis or design
of networks under self-interested routing and as the

assumptions allow us to illustrate phenomena in a
simple and direct manner, we retain them in the cur-
rent form. While it is conceivable that the network
shown in Figure 1 could be a simplified model of an
actual operation such as SDM, the reader will be best
served by thinking of this model as the simplest net-
work model that is rich enough to reproduce the vari-
ety of interactions—both between customers as well
as between processing stations—that one could expect
in a general network.
An important question is whether the network

under consideration, and networks in general, are
always stabilized by the routing choices of smart but
self-interested customers regardless of the announced
nonidling scheduling policy. To this end, is it pos-
sible for the system manager to choose a schedul-
ing rule that results in an unstable Nash equilibria?
That is, could self-interested customers minimizing
their individual delays cause the queue lengths to
grow without bound, even when the network has
sufficient capacity to handle all the customers? The
answer turns out to be affirmative, which we address
in §4. We study two common scheduling rules, char-
acterize the corresponding equilibrium routing strate-
gies followed by the customers, and show that the
system behaves like an unstable GI/D/1 queue after
some time in each of these cases.
The second issue addressed in this work is the

design of a scheduling rule that negates the perfor-
mance degradation from self-interested routing. At
the very least, we wish to find a scheduling rule
that induces a Nash equilibrium that is stable in the
queueing sense. We would also like the performance
of the scheduling rule in equilibrium to be as close
as possible to the performance of the optimal central-
ized control, at least in some asymptotic regime. For
the network under consideration, we propose such a
scheduling rule in §5 and characterize the correspond-
ing Nash routing strategy. The sample-path proof that
the conjectured routing strategy is indeed Nash is pre-
sented in §6. Using fluid limit techniques (Dai 1995,
Dai and Prabhakar 2000), we prove that the network
is stable in equilibrium. Furthermore, we simulate the
network and compare the performance under the pro-
posed policy against that of commonly used policies,
and the linear-programming-based lower bounds of
Kumar and Kumar (1994). In addition, we provide
evidence that allows us to conjecture that the pro-
posed scheduling rule and the resulting Nash equi-
librium is asymptotically optimal in heavy traffic,
based on Brownian approximations (Harrison 1988,
Harrison and Van Mieghem 1997). We stop short of
providing a complete proof of this result. In passing, it
is worth mentioning that we also provide an example
of a scheduling policy that induces a Nash equilib-
rium that falls between the two extremes of instabil-
ity and asymptotically optimal performance. Finally,
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in §7 we consider extensions of our model in which
we relax the assumptions on the order of service times
and the network topology and provide examples of
both instability as well as asymptotically optimal per-
formance. This illustrates that the key insights of the
paper are not artifacts of these assumptions and can
extend to more general settings.
To summarize, our contribution in this paper is

twofold. First, for the network under consideration,
we establish that it can be unstable under self-
interested routing for some common scheduling rules,
even though it can be stabilized under centralized
routing. One interpretation of this result is that
these scheduling rules exacerbate the alignment “gap”
between the objective of the system manager (mini-
mizing the average number of customers waiting in
the system) and the objectives of the customers (min-
imizing their individual delay). Second, we establish
that scheduling rules can be designed to mitigate the
negative influence of self-interested routing that bet-
ter aligns these objectives. That is, we show that it
is possible to design a mechanism, in the form of a
scheduling rule, that leaves routing to the customers
and yet obtains excellent performance in a system in
which a simpler scheduling rule may induce instabil-
ity. Moreover, we prove that the suggested schedul-
ing rule induces a dominant routing strategy in most
states of the system, which ensures robustness of the
proposed policy: There are no benefits to deviation by
a customer even when other customers deviate. This
work illustrates that the scheduling rule determines
performance of the system under self-interested rout-
ing in two parts. First, it induces a routing rule and,
second, it intricately interacts with the induced rout-
ing rule that determines the overall system perfor-
mance. This paper provides the first steps towards a
better understanding of this interaction.

2. Related Literature
The literature involving economic and game-theoretic
reasoning in queueing systems is extensive and well
established. In what follows, we sketch the flavor of
this literature; it is not our intention to be exhaustive.
The study of self-interested routing in networks

has a long history dating back several decades (cf.
Beckmann et al. 1956). It is well-known that the over-
all performance of a network deteriorates when the
customers are allowed to choose routes in their self-
interest, with the most famous result in this vein being
the so-called Braess paradox (Braess 1968). Braess
showed that adding a new link to a network can
make every customer worse off. Kelly (1991) pro-
vides a very readable introduction to this literature,
and Roughgarden and Tardos (2002) illustrate recent
results in this vein. This phenomenon is a special case

of a more general phenomenon where noncooperation
among decentralized decision makers results in social
inefficiency (Fudenberg and Tirole 1991, Dubey 1986).
The papers (Beckmann et al. 1956, Braess 1968, Cohen
and Kelly 1990, Kelly 1991, Roughgarden and Tardos
2002) invariably make one or more of the following
three assumptions. First, they assume that the rela-
tionship between the amount of flow along a link and
the resulting delay observed by the customer is given
by a deterministic static relationship. In some cases
this relationship is taken from the steady-state analy-
sis of the underlying queueing dynamics (Cohen and
Kelly 1990, Kelly 1991). Second, these papers assume
that the self-interested customers ignore the impact of
their decisions on the network and choose routes in
such a way to achieve a so-called Wardrop equilib-
rium. Third, these papers assume that all customers
at a resource are homogeneous and that the resource
does not discriminate among customers, for example,
via a scheduling rule. Finally, many of these papers
do not study the normative question of how to induce
a desired behavior among customers.
In his seminal work, Naor (1969) uses pricing as

a tool to achieve social optimum and avoid perfor-
mance degradation from the self-interested entry. In
his model, customers decide to enter a single queue
based on the observed congestion and on the toll
levied. The system manager sets the toll to induce
desired behavior. Other papers have explored differ-
ent models for customer behavior in simple queue-
ing systems. Mendelson and Whang (1990) assume a
distribution for willingness to pay among customers
and conduct a similar analysis. A similar approach to
determining the socially optimal prices, along with a
LIFO scheduling rule, is studied in Bell and Stidham
(1983). In addition to prices, scheduling rules are
employed to induce desired behavior in some of
the papers. For example, Adiri and Yechiali (1974)
employ a priority scheduling rule and allow arriv-
ing customers to purchase entry into the priority class
at a price chosen by the system manager. A recent
paper that studies the interplay of scheduling rules
and pricing is Van Mieghem (2000). In most of these
papers, the underlying queueing system is quite sim-
ple, usually consisting of a single server. In such sim-
ple systems, choice of routes is either unavailable
or essentially trivial, and the customer’s decision is
based on average queue lengths, not on the current
state. Furthermore, prices are used only to control
admission into the system and are not used to control
routing choices. In a network setting, it is not realistic
to assume that different (state-dependent) prices can
be set for every task along every route. For example, in
a call center with a “call-back” option, it is not possi-
ble to charge different prices to customers who choose
to wait in line when compared to those who want a
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call back to complete the same service. Armony and
Maglaras (2004) study such a system and use schedul-
ing as a way to optimally control customer choices.
In our paper, we also use scheduling policies, rather
than price discrimination, to optimally control cus-
tomer choices.
Our work extends the body of work cited above in

many ways. First, we study self-interested routing in
the context of stochastic networks, taking into account
the discrete stochastic dynamics of such networks.
That is, we do not model the relationship between
flows and observed performance as static or determin-
istic. Rather, we keep track of the progress of each cus-
tomer through the network. Second, we assume that
the customers are aware of the impact of their own
decisions on the network. This modeling framework
is similar to that used by Koutsoupias and Papadim-
itriou (1999), where a single-resource systemwas stud-
ied. We study the network under symmetric Nash
equilibrium in which each customer uses the same
routing strategy that depends on the observed state
of the system and, under the equilibrium, there are
no gains to unilateral deviation. The equilibrium con-
cept is the same as in Altman and Shimkin (1998), who
consider a queueing system with no routing control.
Furthermore, we do not concentrate solely on perfor-
mance degradation as Beckmann et al. (1956), Braess
(1968), Cohen and Kelly (1990), Kelly (1991), Rough-
garden and Tardos (2002) do. Rather, we also study the
possibility of inducing equilibria with excellent perfor-
mance employing scheduling rules as mechanisms.
The network topology considered in this paper

(cf. Figure 1) is similar to a network, the so-called
the Rybko-Stolyar network (1992), with a history of
interesting behavior. The preemptive static priority
scheduling rule that gives priority to the customers
who have fewer remaining tasks has been shown
to cause instability under fixed routing (Rybko and
Stolyar 1992). However, ours is the first result to estab-
lish the instability phenomenon under self-interested
routing. Furthermore, we establish instability under
the first-in-system-first-out (FIFO) scheduling rule, for
which there are no other existing instability results.
The mechanism of instability in Rybko and Stolyar
(1992) is one of alternate blocking and starvation,
which is described further in §4. Earlier papers
(Kumar and Seidman 1990, Lu and Kumar 1991)
essentially describe networks with the same phe-
nomenon but under different assumptions. In our
paper, the mechanism of instability is not one of alter-
nate blocking and starvation, rather, it is one of traf-
fic not splitting evenly across the two routes. Our
result is consistent with, but stronger than, the result
of Roughgarden and Tardos (2002) in establishing that
the performance degradation under self-interested
routing can be arbitrarily bad, because it establishes

the actual instability. Moreover, we illustrate that the
join-the-shortest-queue routing rule is unstable in this
network, reinforcing the earlier results of Sharifnia
(1997) and Whitt (1986).
Finally, a note on the asymptotic analysis used in

the paper is in order. A problem with most queue-
ing networks is that neither the performance under a
given policy nor the choice of the optimal policy is
easy to determine. This is true for the network con-
sidered in this paper as well. As a result, asymptotic
techniques (Dai 1995, Harrison 1988, Harrison and
Van Mieghem 1997) and bounds (Kumar and Kumar
1994) are commonly used to obtain performance guar-
antees and policy prescriptions. We use one such tech-
nique, namely the fluid limit analysis pioneered by
Dai (1995), to establish the stability of the system
under the proposed policy and use the bounds of
Kumar and Kumar (1994) to provide a performance
benchmark. Of late, quite a few papers have begun to
study equilibria and strategic behavior in asymptotic
models (Armony and Maglaras 2004; Maglaras and
Zeevi 2003, 2005). In contrast to these, we characterize
the strategic behavior in the exact model rather than
in an asymptotic model, and only use the asymptotic
analysis to evaluate performance. A recent paper in
this vein is Whitt (2003), where the performance of
a queueing system without routing control operating
under congestion-dependent demand is studied in an
asymptotic regime.

3. The Model
The Network. The queueing network consists of

two servers, A and B as shown in Figure 1. The
customers arrive at network according to a renewal
process with rate �. That is, the times between suc-
cessive arrivals are independent and identically dis-
tributed (i.i.d.) with mean 1/�. Each arriving customer
requires two stages of service, one from each server.
The customer chooses between having server A carry
out the first stage of service and server B carry out

Figure 1 The Network

A Bbuffer 1 buffer 3

buffer 4

buffer 2

route L

route R
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the second (or equivalently taking route L through
the network), or having server B carry out the first
stage of service and server A carry out the second
(or taking route R through the network). Route L cus-
tomers wait in buffer 1 at server A and in buffer 3
at server B, and route R customers wait in buffer 2
at server B and in buffer 4 at server A.1 We will call
buffers 1 and 2 entry buffers, and buffers 3 and 4 exit
buffers. Service times are deterministic, and the first
service takes mf time units, regardless of the server
involved (either at buffer 1 or at buffer 2). The second
service takes ms time units, regardless of the server
involved (either at buffer 3 or at buffer 4). Although
the service times are assumed to be symmetric, it is
important to note that services at servers A and B
are different and not interchangeable. We treat a cus-
tomer who has partially completed service as a frac-
tional customer as follows. If 	r1� r2� r3� r4� denote
the residual service times and 	B1�B2�B3�B4� denote
the queue lengths (including the customer in ser-
vice) at each of the four buffers, the augmented queue
lengths are defined to be Qi = Bi− 1+ ri/mf for i =
1�2 and Qi = Bi + ri/ms − ri−2/mf for i = 3�4. As will
become obvious in what follows, the vector of aug-
mented queue lengths Q= 	Q1�Q2�Q3�Q4� serves as
the system state descriptor. Hereafter we will simply
say queue lengths to refer to the augmented queue
lengths Q, for brevity.

Scheduling Rules and Service Mechanism. The
system manager (SM) chooses a scheduling policy T
that determines which buffer receives a server’s atten-
tion at different states. We only consider stationary
scheduling policies and allow for splitting of the
server’s effort. To be precise, T � R4+ → �0�1�4, where
Ti	Q� denotes the fraction of the appropriate server’s
effort expended on buffer i when the state is Q. The
set of feasible scheduling policies F is specified by

F = {
T � ∀Q ∈R4+� T1	Q�+ T4	Q�≤ 1 and

T2	Q�+ T3	Q�≤ 1
}
� (1)

Furthermore, we require that the scheduling policy be
in the set of nonidling policies D, formally defined by

D = {
T ∈ F � Q1+Q4 > 0⇒ T1	Q�+ T4	Q�= 1 and

Q2+Q3 > 0⇒ T2	Q�+ T3	Q�= 1
}
� (2)

Restricting the SM to nonidling policies (to the set D)
prevents the SM from acting like a dictator. Otherwise
the SM can impose severe threats, such as not to serve
a customer at all when she does not conform, and by
means of these threats, any behavior can trivially be
induced by the SM.

1 These buffers need not be physically separated from each other.

The customers within a buffer are processed in a
FIFO manner, with service effort given only to the
customer at the head of the line. A customer departs
from her current buffer when she receives server
effort for a period of time equal to the service require-
ment (either mf or ms). For simplicity of analysis, we
assume that server B can work on the processed part
of a route L customer in buffer 1 if server effort is
given to buffer 3 even though the customer is not
physically present in buffer 3. The same holds sym-
metrically for the customers on route R. This assump-
tion is in effect only if one of the exit buffers is empty
and even then it only affects the first customer. Con-
sequently, it does not change the behavior of the sys-
tem substantially, while it does improve analytical
tractability considerably.

Customer’s Routing Choice. An incoming cus-
tomer observes the number of customers in each
buffer (and, consequently, their routing choices) and
the residual service times. Furthermore, the schedul-
ing policy T is known by every customer. Based on
all this information, the customer picks her route
upon arrival to minimize her expected time until
her departure from the network. Since the network
is not nonovertaking in general, she needs to incor-
porate future arrivals in her decision making. So
she conjectures that the future customers also play
symmetric Nash equilibrium strategies and decides
accordingly. Such use of the Nash equilibrium as the
basis of decision making is fairly standard in eco-
nomics (Fudenberg and Tirole 1991).
Let Qj denote the vector of queue lengths observed

by the jth customer, �j ∈ �L�R� denote her routing
decision and Wj denote her sojourn time. A sym-
metric routing strategy is prescribed by a mapping
�� Q → �L�R�. For a given scheduling policy T , a
Nash routing strategy �T maps the information set
of an incoming customer j to one of the two routes
such that

E
[
Wj � T �Qj��j =�T 	Qj��
�j+1 =�T 	Qj+1���j+2 =�T 	Qj+2�� · · ·

]
≤ E[Wj � T �Qj��j =�T 	Qj��

�j+1 =�T 	Qj+1���j+2 =�T 	Qj+2�� · · ·
]
� (3)

where �T 	Qj� denotes the complementary decision of
�T 	Q

j�. In other words, there are no gains to uni-
lateral deviation from the �T Nash routing strategy
by the jth customer. Wj can be explicitly computed
if the future arrival sequence is known and the con-
ditional expectation above is taken with respect to
the future arrival times. This equilibrium concept is
very similar to the one in Altman and Shimkin (1998).
There are two issues that arise with the framework
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described above. First, we do not know whether a
function � that is not dependent on j can achieve (3)
for a given scheduling rule T . Second, the choice
of such a � for a given T need not be unique. In
the subsequent examples, we establish the existence
of such a � and address uniqueness for the specific
instances of T that are considered. In these exam-
ples we present a much stronger form of equilib-
rium: We show that (3) holds not only in expectation
but also for every possible realization of the arrival
sequence.

SM’s Objective. Let �Q	T ��T � denote the long-run
average number of customers in the network when
operating under the scheduling rule T and when cus-
tomers choose their routes according to the Nash rout-
ing strategy �T . The SM’s objective is given by

min
T∈D

�Q	T ��T ��
That is, the SM chooses a nonidling scheduling rule
that minimizes the average number of customers
in the network (over all nonidling rules) when the
customers choose the corresponding Nash routing
strategy.

Assumptions on Parameters. We make the follow-
ing assumptions on the arrival rate � and the service
times mf and ms .

Assumption 1. �	mf +ms� < 2.
Assumption 2. �	max	mf �ms�� > 1.

Assumption 3. mf <ms .

Assumption 1 is a necessary condition for stability.
Without this assumption, the SM can never achieve
a finite �Q. Assumption 2 necessitates the splitting of
traffic across both routes to achieve a finite �Q; that is,
the servers cannot handle the traffic if every cus-
tomer chooses the same route. Finally, Assumption 3
is essential for the instability examples in §4 and it is
relaxed in §7.

4. Unstable Nash Equilibria
In this section we construct scheduling rules that
cause �Q to be infinite in Nash equilibrium. In fact,
under the chosen rules Q	t� → � as t → � with
probability 1. One such rule is the preemptive static
priority rule that gives priority to the exit buffers 3
and 4 over the entry buffers 1 and 2, respectively.
Let T PEB ∈D denote the priority-to-exit-buffer (PEB)
scheduling rule, formally defined by

T PEBi 	Q�= (
1− I�Q5−i>0�

)
I�Qi>0� i= 1�2�

T PEBi 	Q�= I�Qi>0� i= 3�4� (4)

T PEB is a greedy rule that myopically tries to remove
customers from the system at the fastest possible

rate.2 Furthermore it corresponds to the so-called
shortest remaining process time rule (cf. Panwalker
and Iskander 1977) in this network. The T PEB schedul-
ing rule induces a unique Nash routing strategy that
is characterized in the following lemma.

Lemma 1. T PEB induces the (dominant) �SEB routing
strategy in which the arriving customers join the server
with the smaller-exit-buffer (SEB). To be precise,

�SEB	Q�=
{
L if Q4 <Q3 or Q4 =Q3� Q1 ≤Q2
R if Q4 >Q3 or Q4 =Q3� Q1 >Q2

�

Proof. We claim that joining the route with the
larger exit buffer is the dominant strategy, meaning
that a customer’s best action is independent of other
customers’ actions (including the future arrivals). For
a given sample path suppose that a customer arrives
at t = 0 and observes the queue lengths Q	0�. In the
rest of the proof, Q	0� is abbreviated as Q.
When Q3 = Q4 and Q1 ≤ Q2, the servers initially

serve the exit buffers until they are drained to zero.
Thereafter, server efforts are split such that the entry
buffers are drained at the same rate, keeping the
exit buffers empty and hence joining route L leads
to a shorter sojourn time. Similarly, when Q3 = Q4
and Q1 > Q2, joining route R leads to a shorter
sojourn time.
Now suppose that Q3 >Q4. Again, the servers ini-

tially serve the exit buffers and, as soon as buffer 4
becomes empty, the network behaves like a tandem
queue of buffers 1 and 3 until buffer 3 becomes
empty. This is the consequence of the scheduling
rule, the fact that mf < ms and the assumption that
server B can serve partially processed customers in
buffer 1 (that is, when a customer receives her first
service, she also enters the exit buffer on her chosen
route). Thus sojourn time of the customer is equal
to 	Q3+Q1+ 1�ms when she joins route L. On the
other hand, when she joins route R, the sojourn time
is greater than or equal to 	Q3 + Q1 + Q2 + 1�ms ,
with equality if no further arrival occurs. Clearly
the sojourn time is longer when the customer joins
route R. This analysis is independent of the decisions
of other customers (past and future arrivals). Hence
�SEB is indeed the dominant strategy. �

The Nash equilibrium is unique because dominant
strategies are employed. Note that �SEB is equiva-

2 When min	Q1�Q2� > 0 and Q3 =Q4 = 0, to be consistent with (4)
and the assumption that partially served customers in the entry
buffers can be processed as if they were in their exit buffers, the
server efforts are split as T1 = T2 = ms/	mf + ms� and T3 = T4 =
mf /	mf + ms� so that the exit buffers stay empty and the entry
buffers are served at the same rate. In all other cases, (4) holds as
stated.
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lent to joining the route with the larger exit buffer.
For example, if Q3 > Q4, then the arriving customer
joins buffer 1, i.e., takes route L. The result is intuitive.
Because the exit buffers are prioritized, the customer
joins the server with the smaller exit buffer to mini-
mize her waiting time in her entry buffer. Under the
T PEB − �SEB combination the network is unstable as
stated in the next theorem.

Theorem 2. Under the combination of the T PEB sched-
uling rule and the consequent �SEB Nash routing strategy,

P
{
max	Q3	t��Q4	t��

t
→ 0 as t→�

}
= 0�

Proof. We show that on every sample path, all
arrivals join the same route after some finite time.
This implies that one of the buffers 3 or 4 behaves
like an overloaded unstable GI/D/1 queue because of
Assumptions 2 and 3, and the result follows.
Suppose Q2	0� = Q4	0� = 0 and Q1	0��Q3	0� ≥ 0.

It is straightforward to verify that all arrivals join
route L from t = 0 onwards and either Q3 > Q4 or
Q= 0 (network is empty) at any time. Now suppose
Q4	0� >Q3	0�. The exit buffers are served together as
long as Q4 > Q3 > 0. Hence, either Q4 > Q3 for all
times or Q4 = 0 (and Q3	0� = 0) at some finite time.
But Q4 = 0 requires Q2 = 0 because mf < ms . There-
fore, either all arrivals join route R from t = 0 onwards
(that is, Q4 > Q3 holds for all times), or buffer 4
empties and Q4 = Q2 = 0 at some finite time, which
takes us back to the previous case. Similarly, one can
start with Q3	0� > Q4	0� or Q3	0� = Q4	0� and show
that either all arrivals join the same route from t = 0
onwards, or we get back to one of the cases above in
finite time. �

We want to point out that the symmetry of ser-
vice times is not necessary for the instability result of
Theorem 2 as is evident from the proof of Lemma 1.
As long as m1 < m3 and m2 < m4, the Nash routing
strategy is to join the server with the smaller exit
buffer weighted by the service times and the instabil-
ity result follows from Assumption 2.
Some discussion on Theorem 2 is in order. Al-

though the queues blow up under the specified policy,
it is still in the interest of the customer to stick to her
Nash routing strategy. If the customer deviates from
the Nash routing strategy, it will certainly take longer
for her to depart from the network. In fact, she might
never depart from the network. Theorem 2 is derived
under the rather stringent assumption of determin-
istic service times. The reader may be tempted to
believe that the instability phenomenon is an artifact
of synchronization between various operations in the
network. This is not the case. Figure 2 displays the
result of a simulation under the T PEB−�SEB combi-
nation carried out with exponential service times and
parameters that satisfy Assumptions 1–3. The system

Figure 2 A Simulation Trace Under the T PEB − �SEB Combination with
Exponential Server Times and Poisson Arrivals �mf = 0�5�
ms = 1�33� 	= 1
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is evidently unstable. The proof of instability of the
network operating under the T PEB−�SEB combination
and random i.i.d. service times whose means satisfy
Assumptions 1–3 can be established. However, when
the service times are not deterministic, �SEB is not nec-
essarily a Nash routing strategy induced by the T PEB

scheduling rule.
To the reader familiar with the Rybko-Stolyar (RS)

network (Rybko and Stolyar 1992), the choice of T PEB

as the scheduling rule may appear naive. Assump-
tions 2 and 3 correspond to the parameter choices
that cause the instability phenomenon in the RS net-
work. However, the RS network differs from our
network essentially in that an arriving customer ran-
domly picks her route using a fair coin rather than
choosing the route in her self-interest. T PEB is identi-
cal to the rule that causes instability in the RS net-
work. However, the mechanism of instability is quite
different in the RS network. In our network a server
runs out of capacity because of selfish routing choices
of customers, whereas in the RS network instability
is a result of alternate blocking and starvation. To
be more specific, in the RS network the high-priority
buffer 3 blocks the low-priority buffer 2 at the same
server from getting service, and this leads to star-
vation in buffer 4. Furthermore, the customers accu-
mulate in buffer 2 as a result of arrivals. Eventu-
ally when the high-priority buffer 3 empties, buffer 2
starts “flooding” downstream buffer 4 which is also
a high-priority buffer. This in turn, causes buffer 4 to
block the low-priority buffer 1 at the same server from
getting service, starving buffer 3 of customers. With
careful choice of parameters, this cycle can be made
to repeat. Because one high-priority buffer is always
starved and hence forced to idle, the work in the sys-
tem at the end of each cycle can be made larger than
the work at the beginning of the cycle, resulting in
instability.
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Instability in our network is not limited to the T PEB

scheduling rule. One can construct other scheduling
rules that induce instability in our network, despite
not having been proven unstable in the RS network.
One such rule is the first-in-system-first-out (FISFO), or
Global FIFO rule, which gives preemptive priority at
each server to the customer who arrived earliest to
the network among all waiting customers.3 To pre-
cisely specify the FISFO rule, one needs to extend
the domain of mapping T FISFO from R4 to RZ × R4,
because one needs to keep track of the arrival time aj
of every customer j in addition to the queue lengths.
However, the range of T FISFO can be kept the same
as before 	�0�1�4� and the definitions (1) and (2) of
the feasible scheduling policies continue to hold. The
defining feature of T FISFO is T FISFOi = 1 if and only if
there is a customer j in buffer i such that aj =min�al�
for all customers l in buffers i and 5− i. Although we
do not completely characterize the Nash routing strat-
egy induced by T FISFO, we provide the following par-
tial characterization that is sufficient to establish that
T FISFO results in the same form of instability as T PEB.

Theorem 3. Under T FISFO, the (dominant) routing
strategy is to choose �	Q� = L when Q4 = Q2 = 0 and
Q3 > 0. Similarly, the (dominant) strategy is to choose
�	Q�=R when Q3 =Q1 = 0 and Q4 > 0. That is, in these
set of states any Nash routing strategy coincides with �SEB.
Consequently,

P
{
max	Q3	t��Q4	t��

t
→ 0 as t→�

∣∣∣Q	0�= 0}= 0�
The proof of this theorem is essentially same as the

proof of Theorem 2 and is omitted.
We want to point out that the instability is not

intrinsic to the T FISFO scheduling rule, rather it is
a consequence of the choices made by rational cus-
tomers, as evidenced by the fact that T FISFO is stable
under a simple centralized routing scheme that deter-
mines customers’ routes by fair coin tosses.
As before, one can verify (using simulation) that

the T FISFO −�SEB combination is unstable even when
the deterministic assumptions are relaxed. When the
network starts empty, T PEB and T FISFO result in the
same trajectories, because they induce the same �SEB

routing policy. However, it is important to notice that
these scheduling policies would result in different tra-
jectories under a different centralized routing policy,
such as fair coin tossing.
Finally, as an interesting aside we consider the

behavior under the well-known, centralized join-the-
shortest-queue (JSQ) routing rule, which routes cus-
tomers to the server that has a smaller total number

3 This differs from the standard FIFO rule in which priority is given
to the customer who arrived earliest at the server.

of customers. In the set of states with Q3 >Q1 ≥Q2 =
Q4 = 0, an incoming customer is routed to route L
and the network stays in the same set of states with
Q3 >Q1 ≥Q2 =Q4 = 0. Hence, all arrivals are routed
to route L. So, the system behaves like a tandem
queue of buffers 1 and 3, and buffer 3 goes unsta-
ble independent of the nonidling scheduling rule
employed. The nontrivial question that remains is
whether one can construct a scheduling rule that
induces stable “good” behavior in this network. This
is topic of the next section.

5. Achieving Good Nash Equilibria
First-Best Solution. The optimal policy is not

known for this network, as is common in many
networks, even with centralized routing or when
arrivals to the two routes are exogenously generated.
The problem of determining the optimal policy is
both analytically and computationally difficult as dis-
cussed by Papadimitriou and Tsitsiklis (1996). How-
ever, from the symmetry of the network, we expect
that there exists an optimal routing and schedul-
ing rule that is symmetric. In particular, the average
queue lengths in the entry buffers should be equal,
and those of exit buffers should also be equal under
this optimal policy.
Maglaras (1998) provides a policy that is optimal

in an asymptotic sense (in the so-called fluid limit)
when arrivals to the two routes are exogenously gen-
erated. The suggested policy keeps the exit buffers as
small as possible, holding most of the work in entry
buffers. It gives priority to both exit buffers, aiming
to decrease queue lengths myopically, unless an exit
buffer is “small,” in which case the entry buffer that
feeds the small exit buffer is prioritized.

Workload Regulating Scheduling Rule. It is
shown in §4 that giving blind priority to exit buffers
is not a good idea when customer choose their own
routes. All customers eventually prefer one route
under T PEB and the other route is not used at all,
once a certain state is reached. A similar phenomenon
occurs under T FISFO as well. The key driver of per-
formance degradation in these cases is the following.
The scheduling rule favors the more congested route
and makes it attractive for arriving customers to join.
The system moves further away from the symmet-
ric ideal with each arriving customer. Therefore, any
scheduling rule that is intended to minimize perfor-
mance degradation should favor the less congested
route at times, to make it attractive for arriving cus-
tomers and restore symmetry as much as possible.
Restoring symmetry alone does not suffice, however.
The scheduling rule needs to minimize idleness and
remove work from the system efficiently. We would
like the scheduling rule to keep the exit buffers small
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Table 1 Server Assignments of the T WR Scheduling Rule in
Representative Situations

Q1 Q4 Q2 Q3 T1 T4 T2 T3

0 >0 0 >0 0 1 0 1
>0 0 0 >0 1 0 0 1
≥0 > ≥0 > 0 1 0 1
>0 < >0 < 1 0 1 0
>0 > ≥0 < 1 0 0 1
0 >0 >0 >Q4 0 1 1 0
0 >0 >0 <Q4�>0 0 1 0 1

as in Maglaras (1998) once the initial queues have
dissipated. Combining these two ideas, we propose
the following workload regulating4 scheduling rule
TWR ∈D.
TWR1 	Q�= I�Q1>0�

[
I�Q4=0�∨I�Q3<%�

(
1−I�0<Q4≤Q3�I�Q2=0�

)]
� (5)

TWR2 	Q�= I�Q2>0�
[
I�Q3=0�∨I�Q4<%�

(
1−I�0<Q3≤Q4�I�Q1=0�

)]
� (6)

TWR3 	Q�= I�Q3>0�
[
I�Q2=0�∨I�Q4>%�∨I�Q3<Q4≤%�I�Q1=0�

]
� (7)

TWR4 	Q�= I�Q4>0�
[
I�Q1=0�∨I�Q3>%�∨I�Q4<Q3≤%�I�Q2=0�

]
� (8)

Table 1 illustrates the behavior of the TWR scheduling
rule in representative situations.5 The rule is parame-
terized by threshold %, which is used to identify the
exit buffers as big or small.
When both exit buffers are big, i.e., Q3�Q4 > %, they

are given priority and servers process exit buffers
(see (7) and (8)). This aims to decrease the number of
customers in the system at the fastest rate. When one
of the exit buffers, say buffer 3, is small, i.e., Q3 < %,
the entry buffer at server A, buffer 1, that feeds the
small exit buffer 3, is prioritized to avoid idleness at
server B (see (5)). This makes the less crowded route,
route L, more attractive for an arriving customer as
the entry buffer of that route, buffer 1, is prioritized at
server A over the other buffer, buffer 4. This induces
arrivals to split evenly and thus the WR policy avoids
the instability that occurs when all arrivals choose the
same route.
We want the WR policy to give rise to a Nash equi-

librium of the form described in §3. We need to ensure
that working on an exit buffer, say buffer 3, merely
to avoid idleness at server B when the entry buffer
at the same server, buffer 2, is empty, does not favor
route L. To do this, if the other exit buffer, buffer 4, is
smaller than buffer 3, then it is also served whenever
buffer 3 is served, to treat the competing routes fairly.

4 The name is suggested by the fact that each server attempts
to make sure that there is work for the other server under this
scheduling rule.
5 For the sake of brevity, we have not specified the scheduling pol-
icy for Q1 > 0, Q3 = % and Q4 ≥ %, or Q2 > 0, Q4 = % and Q3 ≥ %,
respectively. In these cases, server effort is split in a way that keeps
buffer 3, or buffer 4 respectively, at the threshold level.

For example, when % ≥Q3 ≥Q4 and Q2 = 0, server B
has to serve buffer 3, and the WR policy specifies that
server A serves buffer 4 (see (8)). This property of
WR helps us obtain a tractable equilibrium resulting
in simple and intuitive customer routing decisions.
To describe the Nash routing strategy induced by

TWR, we define

&	Q�= 	ms −mf ��Q1−Q2�+ms�Q3−Q4�� (9)

& can be interpreted as the degree of workload imbal-
ance between two routes. Buffers 3 and 4 are given
a weight of ms , the service time at those buffers.
Buffers 1 and 2 are given a weight ofms−mf that takes
into account the effect of parallel processing at the exit
buffers.
Moreover, the sign of & indicates whether or not

the departure time of the last customer (from the net-
work) on route L is greater than that of the last cus-
tomer on route R, if there are no future arrivals and no
idling of servers before their departure. The follow-
ing lemma formalizes this statement by showing that
& stays constant until one of the servers idles. From
now on we abuse notation and use &	t�≡&	Q	t�� and
T 	t�≡ T 	Q	t��.

Lemma 4. If there are no arrivals to the network after
t = 0, then &	t� = &	0� for t ≤ ' under any nonidling
scheduling policy, where ' = min	t � min	T1	t� + T4	t��
T2	t�+ T3	t��= 0�.
Proof. If server A is processing buffer 1 and

server B is processing buffer 2, then & does not change
because �Q1	t�−Q2	t�� and �Q3	t�−Q4	t�� stay con-
stant. Similarly, if server A is processing buffer 4 and
server B is processing buffer 3, & does not change.
If server A is processing buffer 1 and server B is pro-
cessing buffer 3, then Q1	t� decreases at a rate 1/mf
but Q3	t� increases at a rate 1/mf − 1/ms ; thus the
rate of change in & is given by −	ms −mf �	1/mf �+
ms	1/mf − 1/ms� = 0. Similarly, if server A is pro-
cessing buffer 4 and server B is processing buffer 2,
& stays constant. �

Lemma 4 shows that & changes only by arrivals
and idleness. Based on the quantity &, we define the
join-the-shorter-route (JSR) routing rule as follows,

�JSR	Q�=



L if &< 0
R if &> 0
L w.p. 1/2 and R w.p. 1/2 if &= 0

�

(10)

Under �JSR each arriving customer makes her rout-
ing choice based on the sign of &. This is equivalent
to choosing the route through which the customer
would depart sooner from the network (the “shorter”
route in this sense), if there were no future arrivals.
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Each customer is choosing the best route myopically,
in the sense of ignoring future arrivals, and this deci-
sion turns out to be optimal even in the presence of
future arrivals, given that every other customer fol-
lows the same strategy. This result is formally stated
in the following theorem.

Theorem 5. The �JSR routing strategy is a Nash rout-
ing strategy induced by the TWR scheduling rule.

The proof of Theorem 5 is presented in the next
section. The theorem does not ensure that �JSR is
the unique Nash routing strategy induced by TWR.
However, as can be ascertained from the following
corollary, any other Nash routing strategy can deviate
from �JSR only when both of the exit buffers are below
the threshold.

Corollary 6. If � is a Nash routing strategy induced
by the TWR scheduling rule, then �	Q�=�JSR	Q� when
max	Q3�Q4�≥ %.
The proof of Corollary 6 is discussed in §6.1. The

corollary shows that any other possible equilibrium
cannot show a substantial deviation in performance
from TWR − �JSR. Particularly, the stability of the
TWR −�JSR combination leads to the stability of any
other TWR −� given that � is a Nash routing strat-
egy.6 The stability of the TWR − �JSR combination is
stated in Theorem 7. Hence, we conclude that no
Nash equilibrium induced by TWR can be unstable.
We now turn our attention to the performance of the
TWR −�JSR combination.
Performance Analysis

Stability. Figure 3 presents the results of a simu-
lation run under the TWR − �JSR combination with
the same choice of parameters that led to instability
under the T PEB −�SEB combination in Figure 2. As is
evident from Figure 3, the combination of TWR and
�JSR appears stable for this choice of parameters. The-
orem 7 below formalizes this result.

Theorem 7. The combination of the TWR scheduling
rule and the �JSR routing strategy is stable in the follow-
ing sense of rate stability

P
{
max

i=1�2�3�4
Qi	t�

t
→ 0 as t→�

}
= 1�

The proof of the theorem, which is presented in
the appendix, takes advantage of the following facts:
Arrivals are split evenly, and the exit buffers are held
under the threshold after some finite time.

6 Observe that under T WR, an entry buffer cannot blow up while
holding the corresponding exit buffer below the threshold, as T WR

will require the entry buffer to feed the exit buffer which will then
increase above the threshold level.

Figure 3 A Simulation Trace Under the T WR − �JSR Combination with
Exponential Service Times and Poisson Arrivals �mf = 0�5�
ms = 1�33� 	= 1
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Performance Benchmarks. An important issue to
explore is whether the TWR − �JSR combination has
good performance in a finer sense than mere stabil-
ity. In the absence of a known optimal solution, even
for the case when all decisions are centralized, we
evaluate the performance of the TWR−�JSR combina-
tion in two ways: (i) The network is simulated with
exponential service times and the average total queue
length under TWR−�JSR and commonly used central-
ized policies are compared. (ii) Simulation results are
compared against a theoretical lower bound.
Kumar and Kumar (1994) provide a lower bound

on queue lengths under exogenous routing and expo-
nential service times. By examining the consequence
of a steady state for general quadratic forms, they
obtain a set of linear equality constraints on the
mean value of certain random variables that deter-
mine performance of the system. Further, conserva-
tion of time and material gives an augmenting set of
linear inequality constraints. We extend their analy-
sis allowing endogenous routing chosen by the SM to
get a lower bound on queue lengths in our network.
This lower bound may not be attainable even by cen-
tralized policies, yet comparison of this bound with
simulation results suggests that TWR−�JSR has a per-
formance close to optimal, at least for some param-
eter regimes. For example, for parameter choices of
mf = 0�65, ms = 1�33� and � = 1, the average queue
length is within 3.1% of the lower bound. Figure 4
shows the result of a series of simulations obtained
by keeping ms and � constant but increasing mf and
hence increasing the nominal load, (= 	�	mf +ms��/2.
The figure suggests that the deviation from the lower
bound decreases as the nominal load on the servers
increases. We will strengthen this insight further in
the next subsection.
Thus far, we have considered two extreme cases:

the priority-to-exit-buffer (PEB) scheduling policy that
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Figure 4 Deviation in Performance of the T WR − �JSR Combination
from the Theoretical Lower Bound (	 = 1� ms = 1�33� and
mf Varies from 0.5 to 0.65
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leads to instability, and the WR policy that gets
close to the optimal centralized solution. An exam-
ple of a scheduling policy whose performance falls
between the two extremes is the priority-to-arriving-
buffer (PAB) policy that gives priority to customers in
the entry buffers, that is, to customers in buffer 1 over
buffer 4 and to customers in buffer 2 over buffer 3.
Along the lines of Lemma 1 and Theorem 5, we can
establish that the �JSR routing rule (defined in Equa-
tion (10)) is a Nash routing strategy induced by T PAB.
Performance of the T PAB−�JSR combination is shown
in Table 2. As seen in the table, T PAB −�JSR appears
stable but has a performance that is considerably
worse than TWR−�JSR. Thus, merely switching prior-
ity from exit buffers to entry buffers, or in other words
switching from unstable T PEB to T PAB, is not sufficient
to obtain asymptotically first-best performance. One
needs to do more as in the TWR policy.
In addition, we compare performance of the

TWR − �JSR combination to that of some commonly
used centralized policies such as FIFO-JSQ (join-the-
shorter-queue), PEB-JSQ, PAB-JSQ, FIFO-MR (Marko-
vian routing that sends an arrival to either route

Table 2 Total Queue Length Obtained Through Simulation Results and
the Theoretical Lower Bound

ms = 1�33 WR-JSR PAB-JSR PAB-MR FIFO-MR Lower bound

mf = 0�56
Average 16�66 20�72 28�74 51�12 14�14
Std dev 0�76 0�88 1�13 2�79

mf = 0�62
Average 39�92 56�92 80�24 137�86 37�58
Std dev 2�29 6�81 3�91 14�45

mf = 0�65
Average 74�84 108�09 144�30 277�67 72�65
Std dev 7�69 16�91 25�61 49�72

based on a fair coin toss), and PAB-MR. Of course, in
these cases the routing rule need not be a Nash rout-
ing strategy induced by the corresponding schedul-
ing rule. Hence these policies are purely centralized
benchmarks. T FIFO−�JSQ, T PEB−�JSQ, and T PAB−�JSQ
yield unstable queues for this network: Queues grow
without bound over time. Although T FIFO −�MR and
T PAB − �MR lead to stable queues, the TWR − �JSR

combination performs much better than these poli-
cies at different nominal loads tabulated in Table 2:
The average total queue length under TWR −�JSR is
several standard deviations below the average under
T PAB−�JSR, T FIFO−�MR, and T PAB−�MR, allowing us
to establish the dominance of TWR − �JSR. As dis-
cussed earlier, despite the fact that these policies route
symmetrically, they do not schedule as efficiently
as TWR.

Asymptotic Analysis. As we have discussed in
the previous subsection, comparison of the theoreti-
cal lower bound with the performance of proposed
policy reveals that the proposed policy gets increas-
ingly close to optimal as the nominal load on the
system approaches 1 (see Figure 4). This is part of
a more general phenomenon. We provide a some-
what loose discussion of this behavior below. Sev-
eral salient features of the proposed policy emerge
from the simulation result in Figure 5. First, the
exit buffers 3 and 4 eventually stay at the thresh-
old level %, which is formalized in Lemma 13(iii) in
the appendix. Second, most of the jobs in the sys-
tem stay in the entry buffers 1 and 2, and these
two buffer levels are approximately equal, which is
formalized in Lemma 13(iv) in the appendix. These
results yield the following. Suppose that we look at
the queue lengths scaled by 1/N for some large num-
ber N . As stated in Lemmas 13(iii) and (iv), under
the TWR −�JSR combination when scaled by 1/N , the
system eventually has equal queues in each of the

Figure 5 A Simulation Trace Under the T WR − �JSR Combination with
Threshold = 7 and Nominal Load �= 0�98
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entry buffers and negligible queues in each of the exit
buffers up to a tolerance of o	N �. This is exactly the
asymptotically optimal behavior on the “fluid-scale”
suggested by Maglaras (1998). Thus, we can conclude
that our proposed policy is asymptotically optimal
in the sense of Maglaras. In fact, we can go further
and describe the good behavior of the TWR −�JSR
combination using the heavy traffic approach pio-
neered by Harrison (1988) and Harrison and Van
Mieghem (1997). Under suitable scaling, the opti-
mal behavior of a queueing system in which the
nominal load on each server is close to 1 (corre-
sponding to 	�	mf +ms��/2≈ 1 in our case) can be
approximated by the solution to a frictionless ideal
called the Brownian control problem. In this prob-
lem, it is possible to instantaneously move between
any two states that have the same “workload,”
defined to be W = 	mf +ms�	Q1 +Q2�+ms	Q3 +Q4�.
Since the system manager’s objective would be
achieved if one were to minimize Q1+Q2+Q3+Q4,
the optimal solution in the Brownian control prob-
lem is to move any configuration of queues that result
in a workload W to the configuration Q1 = Q2 =
W/	2	ms + mf �� and Q3 = Q4 = 0 and stay at that
configuration thereafter, which suggests to keep all
the work in the entry buffers. The TWR −�JSR com-
bination eventually achieves this configuration in a
suitable scale as discussed above. Thus, one would
expect that the behavior of TWR − �JSR would be
close to optimal on a suitable scale when the nominal
load 	�	mf +ms��/2≈ 1, as in Figure 4. Lemmas 13(iii)
and (iv) in §A.1 allow us to actually prove the asymp-
totic optimality (under suitable scaling) of the TWR −
�JSR combination when 	�	mf +ms��/2→ 1, but we do
not attempt this proof as it will take us too far afield
from our primary interest, namely design of schedul-
ing policies that induce good Nash equilibria.

6. Proof of Theorem 5
In this section we provide a detailed proof of
Theorem 5. The proof will be one of the sample-path
variety: For every realization (sample path) of the
arrival process, we show that a unilateral deviation
by a customer results in a departure time that is no
sooner than the departure time under the equilibrium
routing strategy, namely �JSR. In the rest of this sec-
tion we assume that an arbitrary sample path of the
arrival process has been fixed, and proceed with the
analysis.
Let two twin customers, Good and Bad, hereafter

referred as twin G and twin B, arrive at the network
simultaneously at t = 0 and observe the queue lengths
Q−	0� (where Q− denotes the queue lengths excluding
the twins and Q includes the twins). Twin G and other
customers that is, future arrivals, route themselves by

�JSR (defined in (10)) and twin B deviates from �JSR.
Without loss of generality, assume that

&	Q−	0��≤ 0� (11)

So, twin G joins route L and twin B joins route R.
Observe that &	Q	0�� = &	Q−	0��. By Lemma 4,
twin G would depart from the network before twin B
if there were no further arrivals. We will do a sample-
path analysis to conclude that twin G departs from
the network before twin B even when arrivals occur
for every realization of the arrival sequence. Then this
rather strong result is used to establish (3) for the
TWR −�JSR combination.
Let us call the customers present at the network

(including the twins) at t = 0 old customers, and the
customers that arrive at any t > 0, new customers. Let
Qo	t� = 	Qo1	t��Qo2	t��Qo3	t��Qo4	t�� denote the queue
lengths because of the old customers and Qn	t� =
	Qn1 	t��Q

n
2 	t��Q

n
3 	t��Q

n
4 	t�� denote the queue lengths

because of the new customers. So, Q	0�=Qo	0�, and
Q	t�=Qo	t�+Qn	t�.
Let

&o	t�=&	Qo	t��
and

'i = inf�t ≥ 0 � Qoi 	t�= 0� for i= 1�2�
Hence, '1 and '2 denote the departure times of
twins G and B from their entry buffers, respectively.
The following corollary shows that &o stays constant
until a new customer is served. This observation plays
an important role in the proof of the theorem.

Corollary 8. &o	t�=&	0� for t≤' under any non-
idling scheduling policy, where '= inf�t � �t>'1�T1	t�>0�
or �t>'2�T2	t�>0��.

Proof. &o	0� = &	0� by definition. No new cus-
tomers have been processed up to time t for all t ≤ ' .
So Qo is same as the queue lengths of an identical
system that has not received any arrivals. Lemma 4
applies to the identical system, hence &o	t� stays con-
stant until t ≤ ' . �

The following lemma provides the main idea of the
proof of Theorem 5: The lemma gives a sufficient con-
dition for twin G to depart from the network sooner
than twin B and this is exploited in the sequel. Let 'G
and 'B denote the departure times of twins G and B
from the network, respectively.

Lemma 9. Suppose there exists a ' ≥ 0, such that

Qo4	'� > 0 and Qo3	t�≤Qo4	t� for all t ≥ '� (12)

Then 'G ≤ 'B.
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Proof. Twin G and B are both the last old cus-
tomers on their routes. So, Qo3	'G�= 0 and Qo4	'B�= 0.
If 'G > 'B then Qo3	'B� > Q

o
4	'B�= 0, which contradicts

to the assumption (12) of the lemma. �

There are two cases to consider, depending on
which twin departs from her entry buffer sooner.
Proofs of all lemmas stated in these two cases are pro-
vided in the appendix.

6.1. Case 1: 	'1 ≤ '2�
This is the case in which twin G departs from her
entry buffer sooner. Figure 6 presents a snapshot of
the network at t = '1. One can verify that whenever
one of the exit buffers is above the threshold, the sys-
tem always ends up in Case 1. Therefore this is the
case that determines the behavior of the system when
an exit buffer gets large and Corollary 6 follows by
the proof of this case.
Lemma 10 below establishes that there are fewer

customers in front of twin G when both twin have
departed from their entry buffers, i.e., at t = '2.

Lemma 10. Qo3	'2�−Qo4	'2�= 	1/ms�	&	0�−mfQn3 	'2��.
Lemma 10 establishes that Qo3	'2� ≤ Qo4	'2�. So, if

the SM serves only customers in buffers 3 and 4 after
t > '2, then clearly twin G departs from the network
sooner. We bound the amount of time that the SM
can serve buffer 4 but not buffer 3 under TWR and
derive Lemma 11, an upper bound on the difference
Qo3	t�−Qo4	t� for all t ≥ '2, as a function of Q	'2�
and Qo	'2�.

Lemma 11. For all t ≥ '2,

Qo3	t�−Qo4	t� ≤ Qo3	'2�−Qo4	'2�
+ mf

ms −mf
�Q3	'2�−Q4	'2��+�

Figure 6 The Case of �1 ≤ �2 at t = �1
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By Lemmas 10 and 11 we prove that the condition (12)
of Lemma 9 is satisfied. For t ≥ '2,
Qo3	t�−Qo4	t�

≤Qo3	'2�−Qo4	'2�+
mf

ms −mf
�Q3	'2�−Q4	'2��+

=max
(
Qo3	'2�−Qo4	'2��Qo3	'2�−Qo4	'2�

+ mf

ms −mf
(
Qo3	'2�+Qn3 	'2�−Qo4	'2�

))

=max
(
Qo3	'2�−Qo4	'2��

ms
(
Qo3	'2�−Qo4	'2�

)+mfQn3 	'2�
ms −mf

)

=max
(
Qo3	'2�−Qo4	'2��

&	0�
ms −mf

)
≤ 0�

Thus twin G departs from the network sooner. The
first inequality above follows by Lemma 11. The sec-
ond equality follows by the definition of '2 (i.e.,
Q4	'2� = Qo4	'2�), and the last equality follows by
Lemma 10.
Observe that the construction of this proof is inde-

pendent of the strategies of the future arrivals. Hence
�JSR is the dominant strategy in Case 1. So any other
Nash routing strategy should have the same routing
choice in a state that leads to Case 1, in particular
when one of the exit buffers is above the threshold
level. Thus Corollary 6 follows.

6.2. Case 2: 	'1 > '2�
This is the case in which twin B reaches her exit buffer
sooner. Figure 7 presents a snapshot of the network
at t = '2. We provide analogs of Lemmas 10 and 11 in
Lemma 12. Let '4 be the first time buffer 4 is served
after t ≥ '2. To be precise, let

'4 = inf�t ≥ '2 � T4	t� > 0�� (13)

Lemma 12. (i) Qo3	'2� − Qo4	'2� = &	0�/ms − 		ms −
mf �/ms�Q

o
1	'2�.

(ii) For all t ≥ '4� Qo3	t�−Qo4	t� ≤Qo3	'2�−Qo4	'2�+
		ms −mf �/ms�Qo1	'2�.
Lemma 12(i) establishes that buffer 4 has more cus-
tomers than buffer 3 when twin B reaches her exit
buffer. The scheduling rule TWR dictates that buffers 1
and 3 should be served in tandem until the number
of customers in buffer 3 increases up to the level of
buffer 4. This helps us to derive Lemma 12(ii), an
upper bound on Qo3	t�−Qo4	t� for all t > '4.
Lemma 12 helps us to show that twin G has fewer

customers in front of her than twin B has for all t > '4
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Figure 7 The Case of �2 < �1 at t = �2
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or equivalently the condition (12) of Lemma 9.7 For
t ≥ '4,

Qo3	t�−Qo4	t�
≤Qo3	'2�−Qo4	'2�+

ms −mf
ms

Qo1	'2�

=−ms −mf
ms

Qo1	'2�+
&	0�
ms

+ ms −mf
ms

Qo1	'2�

= &	0�
ms

≤ 0�

Thus twin B departs the network no sooner than
twin G. The first inequality above follows by
Lemma 12(ii), and the second equality follows by
Lemma 12(i).
Thus far we have checked that on each sample

path twin B departs from the network no sooner than
twin G. But twin G may be imposing an externality
on twin B and vice versa. To complete the proof of
Theorem 5, we need to compare their departure times
in the absence of each other. But, one can show that
either there is no externality, or the twins have equal
externality on each other, or the difference in exter-
nality is offset by the difference in departure times.
We discuss this in a greater detail in the appendix.

7. Extensions
Thus far, we have used fairly restrictive assump-
tions on service times and network topology. These
assumptions allowed us to deliver a crisp twofold
message: Scheduling policies can induce Nash rout-
ing strategies that render the system unstable, and
scheduling policies can be designed to induce Nash
routing strategies that are asymptotically optimal.
This message holds in greater generality than can be
surmised from the earlier sections. To show this we

7 Note that Q3	'2�=Qo
3	'2� and Q4	'2�=Qo

4	'2� by definition of '2.

consider two new settings in this section that involve
relaxing Assumption 3 as well as the network topol-
ogy of Figure 1.
We first consider the setting in which Assumption 3

is reversed but Assumptions 1 and 2 and the net-
work topology are kept the same as in §3. That is,
we assume mf >ms .8 In this setting, we state the fol-
lowing equilibrium results but do not provide proofs
in the interest of brevity; proofs are similar to those
already provided in §§4 and 5. The PEB scheduling
rule T PEB induces the Nash routing strategy �JSR

c
,

which is the exact opposite of the �JSR routing. That
is, if & defined in (9) is positive the customer chooses
route L, if & is negative she chooses route R, and if &
is equal to zero she flips a coin. In addition, the WR
scheduling rule TWR induces the routing strategy �LEB

in which customers join the server with the larger-
exit-buffer (LEB) in the following sense. If two twin
customers arrive at network at the same time and
one twin chooses the route given by the �LEB routing
and the other twin chooses the opposite route, then
the twin who chooses the �LEB route exits the net-
work before the other twin, given that future arrivals
follow the �LEB routing. This is a slightly different
equilibrium concept than the Nash equilibrium of §3
because the externality of twins on each other cannot
always be accounted for, in particular, when a server
idles before the first twin departs from the network.
�LEB prescribes joining route L if Q4 > Q3, and join-
ing route R if Q4 < Q3 and if Q4 = Q3 the customer
joins the server with the smaller entry buffer. Fur-
thermore, the PAB scheduling rule T PAB induces the
�JSR routing defined in (10) in the same sense as TWR

induces �LEB.
In terms of performance, the roles of the T PEB

and TWR scheduling rules are reversed: While the
T PEB −�JSRc combination leads to the asymptotically
first-best performance, the TWR−�LEB combination is
unstable, as is the T PAB −�JSR combination. All cus-
tomers join the same route under T PAB − �JSR and
an entry buffer behaves like an overloaded GI/D/1
queue. However, instability occurs differently under
TWR −�LEB: In particular, not all customers join the
same route, and yet the system goes unstable. Con-
trary to these instability examples, simulation results
show that performance under the T PEB −�JSRc com-
bination approaches the lower bound of Kumar and
Kumar (1994) as the nominal load approaches 1, as
tabulated in Table 3. Furthermore, T PEB −�JSRc even-
tually empties the exit buffers and keeps them empty
thereafter, and the queue lengths in the entry buffers

8 Assumptions 1 and 2 are inconsistent if mf =ms .
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Table 3 Total Queue Length Obtained Through Simulation Results and
the Theoretical Lower Bound �mf >ms


mf = 1�33 PEB-JSRc PEB-MR FIFO-MR PAB-MR Lower bound

ms = 0�56
Average 15�79 29�83 39�39 60�39 14�14
Std dev 0�40 0�39 1�51 2�01

ms = 0�62
Average 39�71 80�09 106�34 166�52 37�58
Std dev 3�05 6�57 9�33 16�09

ms = 0�65
Average 71�89 161�76 200�35 314�27 72�65
Std dev 7�94 13�51 23�39 31�96

equalize eventually. As discussed in §5, this is the pre-
scription given by the approximating Brownian con-
trol problem.9 Thus, one can expect T PEB−�JSRc to be
asymptotically optimal under suitable scaling when
	�	mf +ms��/2→ 1. In fact, it is easier to achieve the
prescription of the Brownian control problem when
mf > ms because emptying the exit buffers (as done
by T PEB) is trivial when they are served faster. One has
to work harder to get the result of Lemma 13(iii) (that
is, keeping the exit buffers below threshold) when
mf < ms . In addition to the lower bound of Kumar
and Kumar (1994), performance of the T PEB − �JSRc
combination is compared against centralized policies
as seen in Table 3. Clearly, T PEB −�JSRc outperforms
other policies.
Next, we consider extensions on the network topol-

ogy. In particular, we consider the network shown
in Figure 8. The analysis of the Rybko-Stolyar may
tempt the reader to believe that giving priority to
the faster buffer, along the lines of the classical c−-
rule, would result in an equilibrium that is at least
stable if not asymptotically optimal. This is not true
in general: The network shown in Figure 8 is unsta-
ble when operated under the c − - scheduling rule
that gives static priority to buffer i over buffer j if
mi <mj . On inspection, the reader can verify that after
a finite initial transient the network behaves as if the
two fastest buffers at server A were combined into
one buffer (and the same for server B), with a com-
bined service time equal to the sum of their service
times and server A (and server B) giving static pri-
ority to the combined buffer. This leads to the same
instability phenomenon observed under T PEB in §4.
This example also shows that a larger network could
exhibit instability when a subnetwork of it mimics the
behavior of the examples provided.
In conclusion, the phenomena illustrated in the

restrictive setting of this paper can occur in more gen-
eral settings. Coming up with a systematic method

9 The solution to the Brownian control problem does not depend
on values of mf and ms .

Figure 8 Instability Example of a Network Operating Under the
c−� Rule, Arrival Rate 	= 1
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for designing scheduling policies that induce Nash
routing strategies that are at least stable and prefer-
ably asymptotically first best is a challenging open
problem.
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Appendix

A.1. Proof of Theorem 7
We prove the theorem using the fluid limit technique pio-
neered by Dai (1995) and Dai and Prabhakar (2000). In par-
ticular we will use the form of the technique in Dai and
Prabhakar (2000) to establish rate stability via the so-called
“weak stability” of the fluid limits.
Let N	t� denote the total number of arrivals to the system

up to time t. Then the number of arrivals AL to route L and
AR to route R are given by

AL	t�=
N	t�∑
n=1
I��n=L� and AR	t�=

N	t�∑
n=1
I��n=R�� (A1)

Consider the fluid limits defined as

qi	t� �= lim
n→�

1
n
Q	nt� for i= 1�2� � � � �4� (A2)

'i	t� �= lim
n→�

1
n

∫ nt

0
Ti	s� ds for i= 1�2� � � � �4� (A3)

ai	t� �= lim
n→�

1
n
Ai	nt� and i= L�R� (A4)

We can argue as in Dai (1995) and Dai and Prabhakar (2000)
that the limits exist almost surely, and that the limits are
absolutely continuous in time and that they satisfy

ȧL = �− ȧR� (A5)
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q̇1 = ȧL−
'̇1
mf

and q̇2 = ȧR−
'̇2
mf
� (A6)

q̇i =− '̇i
ms

+ '̇i−2
mf

i= 3�4� (A7)

where ḟ �= df /dt, at almost all time instants.
Lemma 13. With probability one
(i) ∃T <� such that �&	t�� ≤ms −mf for t > T ;
(ii) limt→�	AL	t�−AR	t��/t = 0;
(iii) ∃T <� such that for t ≥ T , max	Q3	t��Q4	t��≤ %;
(iv) ∃T < � such that for t ≥ T , �Q1	t� − Q2	t�� ≤

1+ms%/	ms −mf �.
We postpone the proof of lemma to the end of this sub-

section and turn our attention to proving the theorem. For
the reader unfamiliar with fluid analysis, what we are prov-
ing amounts to showing that the total queue length can
increase significantly only when it is small, once the initial
conditions have dissipated.
Lemma 13(ii) and the fact that N	t� is a renewal process

of rate � implies ȧL = ȧR = �/2. Lemma 13(iii) implies that
q3 = q4 = q̇3 = q̇4 = 0 and Lemma 13(iv) implies that q1 = q2
and q̇1 = q̇2. Now suppose q1 > 0 and q̇1 > 0, which in turn
implies that q2 > 0 and q̇2 > 0. Note that (A7) and the fact
that q̇3 = q̇4 = 0 lead to

ms
mf
'̇1 =

ms
mf
'̇2 = '̇3 = '̇4� (A8)

(A5), (A6), the fact that ȧL = ȧR, and the assumption
q̇1� q̇2 > 0 yield

'̇i <
mf

2
� for i= 1�2� (A9)

Since the policies are nonidling,

1�qi +q5−i>0�	'̇i + '̇5−i�= 1 for i= 1�2� (A10)

But,

'̇i + '̇5−i =
ms +mf
mf

'̇i

< 	ms +mf �
�

2
< 1�

The first equality and second inequality follow by (A8)
and (A9). The last inequality is due to Assumption 1, which
contradicts (A10). Hence qi > 0 implies q̇i ≤ 0. This in turn
establishes the weak stability of the fluid limits: namely,
if q	0�= 0, then q	t� = 0 for all t > 0. Arguing exactly as
in Theorem 3 of Dai and Prabhakar (2000), we establish
Theorem 7.

Proof of Lemma 13. (i) By Lemma 4, & changes only
by idleness and arrivals. The key observation in the proof
is the fact that �&	t�� decreases during idleness under TWR.
In addition, & increases by ms − mf from each arrival to
route L and decreases by the same amount from each arrival
to route R. Arrivals join route L as long as & ≤ 0 (and
route R as long as & > 0) and after ��&	0��/	ms − mf ��
arrivals & drops to �&� ≤ ms − mf . This happens in finite
time because the arrival process is a renewal process, hence

T <� almost surely. Once & is in �&� ≤ ms − mf , arrivals
alternate between routes10 and & stays in �&� ≤ ms − mf
for t > T .
(ii) AL and AR are formally defined in (A1). In the proof

of Lemma 13(i), we have shown that arrivals alternate
between two routes after some finite time T , and an arrival
flips a coin to determine her route when the network is
empty, i.e., & = 0. Let Cn denote the absolute difference
between number of heads and tails in n coin flips. Then,

�AL	t�−AR	t�� ≤
�&	0��
ms −mf

+ sup
1≤n≤N	t�

Cn�

The first term is the number of arrivals until & drops to
�&� ≤ms −mf . The second term is an upper bound on the
imbalance of coin flips. Elementary arguments about fair
coin-tosses yield

lim
m→�

sup1≤n≤m Cn
m

= 0�

almost surely. Furthermore, limt→�N	t�/t = �, almost
surely, from which the result follows.
(iii) By part (i), for t > T , Q1	t�+Q3	t� > 1 implies Q2	t�+

Q4	t� > 0 and Q2	t� + Q4	t� > 1 implies Q1	t� + Q3	t� > 0�
This is crucial for the following proof. Note that under the
WR policy, entry buffer 1 is not served when exit buffer 3
is above threshold %.11 The same policy applies to buffers 2
and 4. Therefore buffers 3 and 4 never receive a customer
when they are above the threshold %, hence Q3	t� and Q4	t�
do not increase when they are greater than %. One can then
easily show that Q3 and Q4 drop below % in finite time.
(iv) By part (i) there exists a time Ta, such that �&	t�� ≤

ms −mf for t ≥ Ta and, by part (iii), there exists a time Tb
such that �Q3	t� − Q4	t�� ≤ % for t ≥ Tb . Then for t ≥
max	Ta� Tb�,

�Q1	t�−Q2	t�� =
1

ms −mf
�&	t�−ms	Q3	t�−Q4	t���

≤ �&	t��
ms −mf

+ ms�Q3	t�−Q4	t��
ms −mf

≤ 1+ ms%

ms −mf
�

where the first equality above follows by (9). �

A.2. Proof of Lemma 10
Figure 6 presents a snapshot of the network at t = '1. By
Corollary 8,

	ms −mf ��Qo1	'1�−Qo2	'1��+ms�Qo3	'1�−Qo4	'1��=&	0��
Consider an identical system with buffer lengths Q′,
such that Q′	'1� = Q	'1�, which receives the same arrival
sequence as the original system. This identical system runs
under a policy that deviates from the original scheduling
policy only between '1 ≤ t ≤ '2, in which server B imitates

10 The customer flips a coin to determine her route when & = 0
(see (10)).
11 Here we are assuming that there is at least one customer on
route R, which is implied by Q1	t�+Q3	t� > 1 after some t ≥ T .
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the original system but server A processes only buffer 4.12

Note that Corollary 8 applies to identical system for t ≤ ' ′2,
and so

	ms −mf ��Q′o
1 	'

′
2�−Q′o

2 	'
′
2��+ms�Q′o

3 	'
′
2�−Q′o

4 	'
′
2��=&	0��

The first term above is zero by definition of ' ′2� hence

ms�Q
′o
3 	'

′
2�−Q′o

4 	'
′
2��=&	0�� (A11)

Notice that ' ′2 = '2 and Q
′o
3 	'2� = Qo3	'2� as they depend

only on the scheduling policy of server B, which follows
the same scheduling policy in both systems. In addition
Q

′o
4 	'2� = Qo4	'2� − mfQ

n
3 	'2�/ms because server A of the

original system served Qn3 	'2� new customers at buffer 1
between '1 ≤ t ≤ '2, whereas server A of identical system
served an additional mfQn3 	'2�/ms old customers at buffer 4
during the same time period. Plugging these equalities into
(A11) leads to,

ms�Q
o
3	'2�−Qo4	'2��+mfQn3 	'2�=&	0��

the lemma follows from the above equality. �

A.3. Proof of Lemma 11
Notice that Qo3	t�−Qo4	t� for t > '2 increases only if server A
processes buffer 4 and server B processes buffer 2. During
this assignment, buffer 4 increases at a rate 1/mf −1/ms . But
this assignment is not feasible if Q3	t�≤Q4	t� because of the
WR scheduling policy (see (6)). So the extra time units '
that the SM can serve buffer 4 but not buffer 3 for t > '2
cannot exceed

' =
[
Q3	'2�−Q4	'2�
1/mf − 1/ms

]+
� (A12)

So, for t ≥ '2
Qo3	t�−Qo4	t�

≤Qo3	'2�−Qo4	'2�+
'

ms

=Qo3	'2�−Qo4	'2�+
mf

ms −mf
�Q3	'2�−Q4	'2��+� �

A.4. Proof of Lemma 12
By Corollary 8,

	ms −mf ��Qo1	'2�−Qo2	'2��+ms�Qo3	'2�−Qo4	'2��=&	0��
Qo2	'2�= 0 by definition and as &	0�≤ 0 is assumed by (11),

Qo3	'2�−Qo4	'2�=
&	0�
ms

− ms −mf
ms

Qo1	'2�≤ 0� (A13)

which establishes Lemma 12(i). Furthermore

Q3	'2�=Qo3	'2� and Q4	'2�=Qo4	'2� (A14)

by the definition of '2. Given that route L is not empty,
buffer 2 is processed only if buffer 4 is below the threshold
(see (6)). In other words, buffer 4 receives arrivals only if
Q4 < %, therefore Q4	'2�≤ %. So,

Q3	'2�≤Q4	'2�≤ %�

12 As will be seen in (A11), there is enough work in buffer 4 to make
this feasible.

Hence buffer 4 has more customers than buffer 3 when
twin B reaches that buffer. But buffer 4 cannot be processed
when Q1	t� > 0, Q3	t� < Q4	t� and Q3	t� ≤ % (see (8)). In
addition, Q4	t�−Q3	t� decreases only if buffers 1 and 3 are
processed simultaneously and the rate of decrease is 1/mf −
1/ms . Thus, by the WR scheduling policy, buffers 1 and 3
have to be processed together at least for

' = Q4	'2�−Q3	'2�
1/mf − 1/ms

(A15)

time units before buffer 4 can receive any service.13 Observe
that (A13)–(A15) lead to

' =mfQo1	'2�−
mf

ms −mf
&	0��

Let ' ′ = mfQ
o
1	'2�. Note that '

′ < ' since &	0� ≤ 0. We
will later show that buffer 1 has enough customers to let
buffers 1 and 3 work in tandem at least for ' ′ time units,
before buffer 4 receives any service. For the time being
assume it does.
Recall that '4 is the first time buffer 4 is served after t ≥ '2

(see (13)). Then, by the above discussion, for t ≥ '4

Qo3	t�−Qo4	t� ≤ Qo3	'2�+Qo1	'2�−Qo4	'2�−
' ′

ms

= Qo3	'2�−Qo4	'2�+
ms −mf
ms

Qo1	'2��

which establishes Lemma 12(ii). Because buffer 3 is served
at least ' ′ time units more than buffer 4, the above first
inequality follows. The second equality is obtained by plug-
ging in the definition of ' ′. Note that after ' ′ units of ser-
vice all of the old customers initially present in buffer 1
at t = '2, (Qo1	'2� number of customers) leave buffer 1 and
reach buffer 3.
Now we will establish that buffer 1 has enough reserves

to support ' ′ time unit of tandem processing at buffers 1
and 3. Clearly, if buffer 3 is served whenever buffer 1 is
served, Qo1	'2� number of old customers initially present in
buffer 1 is sufficient for ' ′ time units of tandem process-
ing. We claim that if buffer 1 is served and buffer 3 is not
served (that is, buffer 2 is served), then buffer 1 should have
received enough arrivals (new customers) to complete ' ′

time units of tandem processing. Note that Qo2	'2� = 0 by
the definition of '2. Hence only the new customers are
served in buffer 2 after t > '2, and we show that buffer 1
receives more arrivals (new customers) than buffer 2. There-
fore, whenever buffers 1 and 2 are served simultaneously,
buffer 1 should have received an arrival (a new customer),
which helps it to reserve Qo1	'2� number of customers for
tandem processing. All that remains to complete the proof
is to show that buffer 1 receives more arrivals than buffer 2.
The network does not idle until one of the twins departs
from the network, so Lemma 4 applies in that &	t� changes
only by arrivals. If arrivals do occur, they join route L until
&	t� exceeds zero, and thereafter arrivals alternate between
routes. Therefore, buffer 1 indeed receives more arrivals
than buffer 2. �

13 If Q3	t� <Q4	t�= %, then buffers 1 and 3 are served immediately
and uninterruptedly until Q3 =Q4.
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A.5. Discussion of Externality
We only need to consider the externality caused by a twin
when she is in her entry buffer. To see this, consider the
following. For twin G to impose any externality when she
is in her exit buffer, twin B needs to be in her entry buffer,
but even compensating twin B for the externality will not
help twin B to depart first. We have three cases to consider.
(i) None of exit buffers exceed the threshold before

twin G departs. In this case the twins have equal amount
of externality 	=mf � on each other.
(ii) The exit buffer of twin G exceeds threshold. In this

case twin G has no externality on twin B. Because the
scheduling policy offsets the amount of time spent on
twin G as follows, if twin G were not processed at all at
buffer 1, then buffer 4 would decrease by mf /ms , buffer 3
would decrease by 1. So Q3 −Q4 decreases by 1−mf /ms .
That requires an additional 	1/mf − 1/ms�	1−mf /ms�=mf
time units of tandem processing at buffers 1 and 3, which
offsets the service time of twin G at buffer 1. The term
1/mf − 1/ms is the rate at which the number of customers
increases in buffer 3 when buffers 1 and 3 are served in
tandem.
(iii) The exit buffer of twin G does not exceed the thresh-

old but the exit buffer of twin B does. In this case the exter-
nality is offset by the difference in departure times, because
the route of twin G gets priority over the route of twin B
at both servers as soon as the exit buffer of twin B reaches
threshold.
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